# Presenting NOX-RUST® Corrosion Inhibitor Aerosols

The Product You’ve Used & Trusted For Years Is Now Available in This Convenient & Easy-to-Use Aerosol Spray.

## NOX-RUST® 3100
Heavy Duty Outdoor Protection

- Prevents Corrosion on:
  - Unpainted Metal Parts
  - Exposed Equipment
  - Hinges, Tooling

Use Nox-Rust 3100 to keep rust from forming on equipment that is stored or transported in severe environments and temperature extremes. It dries to a brown, transparent, waxy coating that forms a barrier against corrosion-causing elements in the atmosphere.

*Buy Nox Rust 3100*

## NOX-RUST® 1101
VCI Corrosion Preventive Lubricant

- Protects:
  - Engines
  - Transmissions
  - Piping
  - Pumps, Tanks
  - Stored Metal Parts

Nox-Rust 1101 is a true VCI lubricating oil and corrosion preventive that protects metals inside closed systems, including combustion engines, piping, motors, cylinders, heating and cooling systems. The vaporizing rust inhibitors in Nox-Rust 1101 cover the interior cavities and recesses and keep them corrosion-free.

*Buy Nox Rust 1101*

## NOX-RUST® 5400
Industrial Corrosion Protection

- Protects:
  - Steel
  - Automotive Parts
  - Machine Tools
  - Precision Machined Parts
  - Gears

Nox-Rust 5400 is the ideal, all-purpose industrial corrosion inhibitor/lubricant widely used by transportation industries for many years. Ideal for protecting multi-metal surfaces that are stored indoors.

*Buy Nox Rust 5400*

## NOX-RUST® 5200
Indoor Rust Inhibitor

- Protects:
  - Metal Parts & Tools
  - Equipment
  - Machinery
  - For up to 5 Years

Nox-Rust 5200 is a corrosion preventive spray for metals that are stored indoors for long periods of time – automotive parts, bearings, equipment, machine components, specialty and spare parts. The heavy, oily film will also protect equipment stored outdoors for up to 6 months.

*Buy Nox Rust 5200*

## NOX-RUST® 5300
Corrosion Protection for Precision Parts

- Water-Displacing Liquid Protects:
  - Interior Surfaces of Machined Parts
  - Unpainted Metal Surfaces
  - Engines, Equipment, Machinery in Storage

Nox-Rust 5300 is a ready-to-use corrosion preventive liquid spray that protects the internal workings of equipment and machinery while in storage. It will displace water and saline solutions from vulnerable metal surfaces where corrosion could occur, leaving a protective oily film.

*Buy Nox Rust 5300*

## NOX-RUST® 7100
Metalwork Corrosion Preventive

- Protects:
  - Machine Tools
  - Engines
  - Precision Parts
  - Blades, Gears

Nox-Rust 7100 is a general purpose corrosion preventive spray for most industrial plant operations. Displaces moisture, and won’t emulsify with the oil. Nox-Rust 7100 dries to a transparent, non-staining thin film that is non-discernible except for the sparkling luster it leaves on treated metal.

*Buy Nox Rust 7100*
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